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EMILY ABRAMS ANSARI

“Vindication, Cleansing, 
Catharsis, Hope”: Interracial 

Reconciliation and the Dilemmas 
of Multiculturalism  

in Kay and Dorr’s Jubilee (1976)

On the night of November 23, 1976, an unusually diverse audience ar-
rived at the City Auditorium in Jackson, Mississippi for a much-antici-
pated premiere. Commissioned by local black opera company Opera/
South to celebrate the US Bicentennial, Jubilee was the work of a white 
librettist, Opera/South director Donald Dorr (1934–2011), and an African 
American composer, Ulysses Kay (1917–95). Dorr had based the opera’s 
narrative on a 1966 novel of the same name by Jackson author Margaret 
Walker (1915–98), which depicted her great-grandmother’s experience 
of slavery, lynching, emancipation, and Reconstruction.1 In contrast to 
previous Opera/South performances, which had involved only black so-
loists, Jubilee called for a diverse cast. The 2,460 audience members pres-
ent that night watched as both black and white professional leads took 
the stage, as well as three choruses of students drawn from historically 
black Jackson State University and Utica College, and from the histori-
cally white Millsaps College.2 For a city that had witnessed some of the 
United States’ worst race-related violence and for a nation trying to find 
a way to move beyond recent social, political, and economic turmoil, this 
operatic examination of slavery offered a much-needed demonstration 
of the possibilities of interracial collaboration and reconciliation.
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 Although the opera is little known today, Jubilee’s depiction of Southern 
life in the nineteenth century is significant and unusual in the operatic 
canon because it directly confronts the terrible history of slavery without 
succumbing to straightforward racial binaries. The opera succeeds on 
these terms because both its librettist and composer approached their 
artistic choices with great nuance and sensitivity, choosing elements from 
Walker’s long and detailed novel that created a coherent narrative with 
a contemporary message. In his music, Kay employed a diverse range of 
historically appropriate musical forms and quotations, including church 
hymns, spirituals, folk tunes, and ragtime, wrought with his accessibly 
tonal, if chromatically inflected style.3 Dorr’s narrative is centered on 
Vyry, a slave born in Georgia to John Dutton, a white plantation owner, 
and his black slave Sis Hetta. Each act explores a significant period of 
nineteenth-century history: first the final years of slavery, then the Civil 
War, and finally Reconstruction. Denied the right to marry Randall, a 
black freeman and staunch abolitionist with whom she has a child, Vyry 
makes plans to escape with him, but is caught en route to their meet-
ing place. At the end of the first act, she is flogged for her disobedience, 
while another slave, Mandy, is hanged. Randall does not return and by 
act 2 Vyry, believing him dead, has married a politically moderate field-
hand, Innis. Meanwhile as the Civil War rages, Vyry’s half-sister Lillian, 
the only surviving owner of the plantation, succumbs to madness. Act 3 
depicts the now-free Vyry and Innis living happily in an Alabama home 
of their own, where Vyry is celebrated by a chorus of black and white 
locals for her work as the community’s midwife. Into this scene arrives 
the long-lost Randall, angry with Vyry for deserting him all those years 
ago and for living among whites by choice. She shows him the scars of 
her flogging to prove her thwarted attempt to escape, but chooses ulti-
mately to remain with Innis to continue their peaceful new life together. 
(For Dorr’s own synopsis, see the appendix below.)
 Dorr and Kay’s Jubilee enacted a symbolic reconciliation between black 
and white Americans, both on and off stage, in response to a particu-
larly fraught period in US social history. In so doing, the work bore wit-
ness to the birth of a new political ideology, multiculturalism, which 
also strongly influenced the US Bicentennial celebrations for which Ju-
bilee was commissioned. The social turbulence that Jubilee was meant to 
address was especially evident in Jackson, Mississippi, where Opera/
South premiered the work. During the 1960s, Mississippi’s long history 
of violent racism had drawn thousands of civil rights activists to Jack-
son. The Freedom Rides, sit-ins, voter registration drives, and Freedom 
Schools they organized frequently resulted in brutal retaliation from 
white supremacists.4 Tensions between black and white Mississippians 
were further exacerbated by the 1963 shooting of civil rights activist 
Medgar Evers, slain on the doorstep of his Jackson home. In May 1970 
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the city made international news yet again when two were killed and 
many more injured during a police crackdown on students protesting 
racial intimidation at Jackson State University.5

 Dorr and Kay’s Jubilee responded to these shocking local develop-
ments, but also to a climate of crisis that beset the United States as a 
whole in the early to mid-1970s. In addition to widespread interracial 
conflict and rioting, the combined impact of the US defeat in Vietnam, 
a deepening economic crisis, and the shocking revelations of Watergate 
produced what contemporary social commentators described as “a long 
night of paralyzing self-doubt” in which traditional American “optimism 
and moral drive” was replaced with “deep-seated cynicism and disil-
lusionment.”6 American citizens on both the political right and left were 
increasingly losing faith in their government’s abilities to address their 
concerns, reconsidering their commitment to a shared national vision.7

 Against this background, disengaged Americans, and especially mi-
nority populations, voiced loud opposition to the conventionally nation-
alistic, centralized Bicentennial party initially planned for Philadelphia 
in 1976. For example, Representative Charles Rangel, who is African 
American, put it in these terms: “If the Bicentennial is some kind of 
self-congratulatory celebration, it is frivolous and meaningless to the 
black community.”8 Bicentennial organizers quickly realized they would 
have to find alternative ways to mark the two-hundredth anniversary 
of the nation’s founding if they wanted to achieve their goal of helping 
“to draw [Americans] together again.”9 To this end, in December 1973 
Nixon disbanded the federal agency set up to orchestrate the Bicenten-
nial and created a new organization, the American Revolutionary Bicen-
tennial Administration (ARBA), which would bestow responsibility for 
selecting and funding projects to local Bicentennial organizations. This 
system allowed the ARBA to devote most of its resources to small-scale 
and grassroots projects focused on local history and ethnic narratives in 
order to bring “dissidents as well as neighbors and friends together in 
common purpose.”10 In so doing, as Christopher Capozzola has argued, 
organizers helped advance a new understanding of American identity 
that celebrated racial and cultural diversity, hoping to reduce the growing 
conflict between local and national identities.11 It was in this context that 
the Mississippi American Revolution Bicentennial Committee (MARBC) 
approved the transfer of $10,000 of funding from Washington to commis-
sion an opera based on Walker’s Jubilee, a novel that dealt with Southern 
black history.
 While the ARBA’s decision to celebrate local and racial history was thus 
a reaction to the challenging sociopolitical environment, it also reflected 
the growing influence of a new ideology, increasingly promoted by white 
liberals and the black middle class. Multiculturalism, as this ideology 
would soon be known, was seen by these groups to represent the best 
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hope for building a peaceful and fair society against the background 
of the nation’s long history of racial exploitation and discrimination. 
The 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision, which legally required 
a pluralistic education system, contributed significantly to the influ-
ence of multicultural ideas in the United States.12 With newly integrated 
schools as a starting point, legislators began to imagine reconceptual-
izing workplaces in line with such values. This produced both the birth 
of affirmative action and an increased emphasis on individual racial 
and ethnic heritage.13 In this context, multiculturalism can be defined 
as a philosophy that requires society to “recognize and respect, if not 
nurture, the diversity and integrity of racial and ethnic communities.”14 
The term itself was not widely used in the United States until the late 
1970s, but it nevertheless provides a more accurate description of this 
developing philosophy than similar terms that were more common at 
the time, including “multiethnic” and “pluralistic.” Multiculturalists, 
unlike pluralists, were willing to criticize white Protestant culture if it 
enabled the full recognition and celebration of diversity at all levels of 
society.15 Jubilee is analyzed here as an artistic exploration of the early 
stages of American multiculturalism, rather than simply civil rights val-
ues or postwar pluralism, because it embraces these new ideas.
 As interest in multiculturalism spread, so African American art and 
history began to be more widely recognized as a potential mechanism 
for examining national identity, rather than only racial identity. Roots, a 
novel (1976) and TV miniseries (1977) by African American author Alex 
Haley, has typically been understood as the most significant outcome of 
this development: for the 130 million viewers who tuned in to watch this 
epic drama about slavery, a black narrative became an American narra-
tive. Scholars assessing the reasons for Roots’ success argue it encouraged 
audiences to examine their “roots” as an alternative to exceptionalist 
nationalism, which was growing increasingly unfashionable.16 Yet Roots 
was not responsible for creating the new interest in identity and geneal-
ogy and identity, as some at the time believed: rather its success derived 
from a widespread need for a new approach to issues of identity in the 
mid-1970s.17 Defining a sense of personal identity in terms of familial, 
racial, and local histories helped Americans of the 1970s to build a feeling 
of community—both with fellow citizens of the present and with their 
ancestors—which had of late been sorely lacking.18

 Dorr and Kay’s Jubilee, which was completed before the publication of 
Roots, demonstrates that these new ideas were also born out in the world 
of high art. Like Haley’s work, the opera offered a slave narrative that 
responded to the combined effects of the civil rights movement, the Black 
Power movement, and widespread social instability.19 In so doing, Jubilee 
provides another powerful mechanism to interrogate the nationwide 
reassessment of the relationship between racial and national identity 
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that took place in the United States during the 1970s. In the first section 
of this article I explore the ways in which the changing times affected 
the creators of Jubilee, considering the factors that led a self-proclaimed 
“black opera company” and a composer who had previously avoided 
racial referents in his music to create a multiculturalism-inspired opera 
about slavery.20 I then examine in detail the dramatic and musical features 

Figure 1. Opera/
South Jubilee  
program booklet,  
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of Jubilee that promote multiculturalism, using previously unconsulted 
sources from the personal papers of its creators to assess the work’s 
message for Jackson, Mississippi, and the United States as a whole.21 
Yet ultimately Dorr and Kay’s operatic promotion of interracial under-
standing is not quite as straightforward as they likely intended. In the 
third section I demonstrate that Jubilee actually presents two conflicting 
models of multiculturalism, thus revealing some of the many challenges 
and compromises posed by this ideology. Both the opera itself and the 
interracial collaboration that produced it therefore serve to illuminate the 
complex and sometimes highly problematic ways in which nationalism, 
national identity, and multiculturalism interact in the United States.

Shifting Ideologies of Race

The multicultural orientation of Jubilee represented a new direction for 
all those involved in its creation. Before Jubilee, Kay, Dorr, and the found-
ers of Opera/South all subscribed to a similar approach to racial poli-
tics, which grew out of key tenets of racial uplift ideology. Examining 
how they made this journey—from an uplift-inspired universalism to a 
musical promotion of multiculturalism—provides a means to elucidate 
changing attitudes toward race during the 1970s and helps contextualize 
the unusual work they created together. Dating back to the early 1800s, 
racial uplift ideology was brought to a larger audience at the begin-
ning of the twentieth century by Booker T. Washington. Its supporters 
sought to better the situation of African Americans by increasing access 
to education and professional opportunities traditionally reserved for 
white Americans. This, it was hoped, would increase the dignity, self-
affirmation, and independence of African Americans and help grow 
the black middle class. It would also reduce racism, as white Ameri-
cans witnessed African Americans achieving in fields they respected. 
Although such well-meaning attitudes certainly helped to create many 
opportunities for African Americans, they also illustrated the extent to 
which American racism had embedded itself in society: after all, ra-
cial uplift ideology was rooted in a Eurocentric image of respectability 
that effectively implied that African Americans would be best served by 
adapting to white norms.22

 While Kay’s interest in modern musical techniques distinguished him 
from earlier uplift-inspired artists, who tended to emphasize tradition, 
he did absorb an important feature of the ideology. This was the idea 
of universalism, often promoted by supporters of racial uplift. Histo-
rian John Higham defines American universalism as “simultaneously a 
civic credo, a social vision, and a definition of nationhood” that permits 
citizens to foreground their own unique identities under an umbrella 
of shared national values. Such a philosophy encourages all citizens to 
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claim equal rights and aspire to social mobility and personal renewal.23 
In the arts, as Marc Gidal has argued, universalism has typically meant 
emphasizing individualism rather than the similarities that specific social 
groups share.24

 Kay expressed his universalism in several ways: by repeatedly deny-
ing the influence of race upon his music; by avoiding racial referents in 
title choices and stylistic decisions; and by resisting racial typecasting by 
accentuating his individuality as a composer. Born in Tucson, Arizona, 
in 1917, Kay described a childhood in which race was de-emphasized. 
As an interviewer reported in 1969, Kay told him that in Tucson, “racial 
tensions are not as great as in the South and elsewhere. [Kay] said that as 
a child he played with white children, with Mexicans, with Orientals. It 
was, he said, a different environment than that to which most blacks are 
exposed.”25 In this context, drawn to music by the success of his uncle, 
the jazz cornettist Joe “King” Oliver, Ulysses ultimately followed in the 
footsteps of his mother, an amateur pianist, and pursued classical music. 
When interviewers asked Kay about his decision to avoid jazz, he said 
only that he had never had any real feeling for improvisation.26

Initially contemplating a career as a music teacher, Kay began training 
at the University of Arizona but soon switched to composition. As he 
pursued further studies at the Eastman School of Music and Columbia 
University, his teachers included Howard Hanson, whose “idealism” 
he strongly admired, and Paul Hindemith, whose notions of gebrauchs-
musik, he said, rubbed off on him, but in a “tenuous” way.27 He thought 
little about issues of race in music as a young composer, he said, focus-
ing instead simply on improving his craft: “There was just so much to 
learn, so much music. . . . I was being formed aesthetically. . . . I was so 
involved with technique.”28 Out of these early experiences Kay created a 
musical style that Nicolas Slonimsky dubbed “enlightened modernism,” 
combining a strong lyrical instinct with a sometimes highly dissonant 
tonal language.29 His best-known works are for traditional ensembles, 
including orchestral pieces Of New Horizons (1944) and Markings (1966); 
religious and patriotic choral works such as the Song of Jeremiah (1945); 
and chamber music, notably for wind and brass. He also composed two 
one-act operas—The Boor (1955) and The Juggler of Our Lady (1956)—be-
fore the three-act Jubilee.
 Kay’s decision to keep race out of his music may have been influ-
enced in part by another significant mentor: William Grant Still. Al-
though he never taught Kay, Still met several times with him while he 
was a student. In these meetings, according to Kay, Still helped inspire 
his decision to become a composer.30 Still is today best known for his 
Afro American Symphony (1930), a work that Gayle Murchison has in-
terpreted as an expression of his profound commitment to the ideals of 
the Harlem Renaissance and to racial uplift.31 Yet Still did not believe 
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African American composers should always feel obligated to reference 
race in their music: he consistently emphasized that he had retained 
“the freedom to compose within the Negro idiom when I wanted or to 
compose abstract music.”32 Although Still utilized racial referents in his 
music throughout his career, in the mid- to late 1930s when Kay met Still 
the older composer had begun to profess his interest in seeking a more 
“universalism idiom” to help him express “[his] own individuality as a 
composer.”33 Only when every citizen and group is recognized for his 
or her uniqueness, Still said, “will [we] have a society that is well inte-
grated—in which all of us will be working for the common good.”34

 Kay’s attitudes show many similarities with Still’s universalist declara-
tions, although universalism influenced his music more consistently than 
it did that of Still. In the privacy of his diary, Kay voiced his frustration 
with American audiences who expected a black composer to explore 
race-related themes. After giving a talk for New York’s Negro History 
Week in 1949, he described Harlem Renaissance patron Carl Van Vech-
ten’s surprise that he had “passed over historical aspects of the Negro 
in music.” Kay was irritated by the assumption that he would contex-
tualize himself in a history of black composers, writing, “I feel that too 
much time and energy are wasted in rehashing past accomplishments.” 
He said he was more interested in present and future developments in 
black music, closing with a statement that echoes Still: “In spite of the 
ghetto-factor in this society (and that makes it very difficult), we must 
strive first for an honest personal statement in art; then aspire to universal 
statement.”35 Thus, for Kay, the best way to overcome racial typecast-
ing was not to politicize one’s music by marking it racially, but rather 
to strive for success by simply attempting to contribute meaningfully 
to one’s chosen artform. Occasionally Kay would speak publicly about 
his lack of interest in racialized themes and his quest for an individual 
voice: in one speech he described himself as “a Negro, but . . . not a ‘Negro 
composer’ in quotes. Why should I limit myself with this tag or label?” 
he said. “A tag or label is typical of methods and thinking in this time, 
and they are wrong. So I am a Negro who composes, and my ambition 
is to be a good composer and in that way to make my contribution.”36

 Despite his efforts, though, Kay was racially typecast throughout his 
career and repeatedly labeled with reference to his race until he died in 
1995.37 Kay’s situation bears some similarities with that of nineteenth-
century composers of art music born outside of Western Europe, who 
were caught, as Richard Taruskin has argued, in a “double bind.”38 
Branded musical nationalists simply because they came from places 
that did not have a history of canonical contributions, composers like 
Antonín Dvořák were pressured to reference folk tunes in their music. 
When they did so, however, they usually restricted themselves to the 
second tier, because the category of “great composer” was reserved for 
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those who aspired to universal communication. Gayle Murchison has 
also used the phrase “double bind” to describe W. E. B. Du Bois’s un-
derstanding of the longstanding conundrum faced by African American 
artists, who had long been obliged to choose between writing music 
that would be appreciated by fellow African Americans and music that 
would be respected by a “‘larger audience’ outside the race.”39 Kay’s 
choice was to opt for universalism to avoid the career-limiting effects 
of marking his music racially but, in so doing, he gave up the increased 
performance opportunities that would have come from fulfilling soci-
etal expectations.
 In preferring individualized expression to content with shared ra-
cialized meaning, Kay was quite typical of black classical composers of 
his generation, including Hale Smith (1925–2009) and George Walker 
(1922–), and also a number of black jazz musicians. As Ingrid Monson 
has pointed out in her examination of mid-century jazz, those musicians 
who rejected typecasting by embracing aesthetic modernism were mak-
ing as much of a political statement as those who chose to engage overtly 
with race in their music.40 Kay’s interest in modernism carries similarly 
political implications, yet in combination with his universalist stance 
it created a paradox. Certainly Kay offered an important challenge to 
existing stereotypes by attempting to make space for himself within a 
career previously restricted to whites. Yet in so doing he was unable to 
challenge the continued dominance of European-derived cultural tradi-
tions in the United States.41 Such were the dilemmas faced by African 
American musicians interested in classical music in the twentieth century.
 Before he wrote Jubilee in his late fifties, Kay composed only two works 
that might be seen to engage with the politics of race. The first was a 
score to the 1948 documentary The Quiet One, which examined the life 
of a neglected African American child.42 Yet despite the protagonist’s 
racial identity, director Sidney Meyers and narration writer James Agee 
made no reference to race in the film, presenting their work as a critique 
of urban poverty. Kay similarly chose not to employ musical references 
to African American musical traditions in his score.43 The second case 
is one of Kay’s best-known works: Markings (1966). This was a “sym-
phonic essay” inspired by the writings of Dag Hammarskjöld, a Swed-
ish diplomat and United Nations Secretary General from 1953 to 1961. 
Hammarskjöld died in a plane crash under mysterious circumstances en 
route to the Congo in 1961, where a crisis was escalating. He was widely 
admired for his contributions to decolonization, suggesting a possible 
political reason for Kay’s interest. Yet once again, Kay’s description of the 
piece and the man that inspired it do not speak overtly to decolonization 
or black liberation but rather dwell on personality: “Mr. Hammarskjöld 
always impressed me as a man of conscience; supremely knowledgeable, 
cultured and sensitive.”44 In both these cases Kay engaged with material 
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that was charged with the politics of race but chose not to emphasize 
this aspect of the work’s content, either verbally or musically.
 As a self-described black opera company, Opera/South put far more 
emphasis on race than did Kay. Yet the attitudes of the company’s found-
ers were also strongly influenced by both uplift ideology and univer-
salism, seeking to bring the perceived benefits of high art to African 
American performers and audiences. Opera/South came into being in 
1971, the brainchild of one of the most important white organizers of 
black opera, Sister Mary Elise (1898–1982). As a young woman, Sister 
Elise had abandoned her burgeoning career as an opera singer to enlist 
with the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament, a religious institute that fo-
cuses its efforts on the religious education of black and Native Americans 
peoples while seeking to “challenge the deeply rooted injustice in the 
world today.”45

 Sister Elise’s retirement took her to Jackson, Mississippi, and in 1970 
she approached three historically black Mississippi higher education 
institutions—Tougaloo College, Utica Junior College, and Jackson State 
University—with the idea of mounting a joint production of Verdi’s Aida 
that would feature student and professional African American singers.46 
Her community-centered company was chartered as Opera/South in 
1971. According to former Opera/South Director Ben Bailey, Sister Elise 
hoped the company would help demonstrate that the American South 
was not a cultural backwater, as some believed, but in fact was burst-
ing with musical talent, specifically black operatic talent.47 Sister Elise 
went on to found several other major black opera companies, including 
Opera Ebony in New York in 1974 and Opera North in Philadelphia in 
1984.48 All were established to grant African Americans access to artis-
tic experiences previously denied them. Her overarching goal, as Sister 
Elise herself put it in uplift-inspired language, was to bring “the beauty 
of music to blacks.”49

 The appointment of Donald Dorr to Opera/South precipitated a 
change in direction for the company, beginning the move away from 
Sister Elise’s uplift philosophy. Sister Elise recruited Dorr in 1971 from 
New Orleans Opera to direct Aida. His wife, Dolores Ardoyno (1921–
2012), who had been publicity officer for the same company, was hired 
to advise on marketing.50 Both Dorr and Ardoyno stayed with the com-
pany, helping it gain its charter and then staging Turandot the follow-
ing year. Meanwhile Opera/South decided to extend its promotion of 
African American musicians to include composers. In November 1972 
the company staged two one-act operas: William Grant Still’s Highway 1, 
U.S.A. (1942) and Ulysses Kay’s Juggler of Our Lady (1956). Kay and Dorr 
met for the first time at the Juggler performance and, according to Dorr, 
there was “a spark right away.”51 Ardoyno recalls that one of the many 
things the two men had in common was “catholic” tastes in music.52 
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During the following year a conflict arose between Dorr, Ardoyno, and 
Sister Elise over accounting methods. When the company’s other board 
members—representatives of the three participating colleges—refused 
to oust Dorr and Ardoyno, Sister Elise resigned.53 In 1973 the board 
promoted Dorr to the position of artistic director and Ardoyno to the 
role of general manager, making them the most important figures in the 
company’s day-to-day operations.
 As they began to imagine a major event for the Bicentennial, Dorr, 
Ardoyno, and the Opera/South board talked of the need for a narrative 
with “real meaning for our area, and particularly for black Americans.”54 
Yet Dorr did not wish to create a “black opera” as the genre had typically 
been construed: indeed, he found most works in this category highly 
problematic.55 What was needed, Dorr believed, was a work that did 
two important things. First, it should celebrate black history and culture 
authentically, in a context that recognized the complexity of the African 
American past while avoiding the kinds of stereotypes that had beset 
“black operas” like Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess (1935).56 His concerns are 
apparent in letters to Kay from 1974 and 1975: “At least we’re writing 
out of the South, and not about it. . . . I think that makes a difference. But 
I guess the people who think Porgy would be so ‘right’ for Opera/South 
will never understand why it’s so wrong.”57 Second, the opera should 
not consider black history and culture separately from white culture but 
rather alongside it. Dorr’s goal, he said, was to create not a “black opera” 
but rather an “American opera.”58

 Dorr’s vision required Opera/South to break with its conventions as 
a “black opera company” and employ a cast made up of both black and 
white singers. As he told me in an interview, the story of Jubilee is not 
just a story about and for African Americans, but rather a “part of all 
our experience as Americans.” Its narrative is important for the nation 
as a whole, he said, because “we have all experienced racism”: that is, 
Americans share a need to confront and grieve the history of black suf-
fering.59 Dorr’s descriptions of the goals of Jubilee and the reorientation 
of Opera/South that the work required illustrate a shift in white liberal 
attitudes toward black history and its place in US historical narratives. 
In his conception, African Americans are best served not simply by being 
granted opportunities to participate in traditionally white cultural activi-
ties, but by a much more deliberate incorporation of their history and 
culture into the national culture.
 A more detailed understanding of the company’s new philosophy can 
be obtained from descriptions of Jubilee used for publicity and funding 
applications. These documents, written by Dolores Ardoyno, echo and ex-
pand upon Dorr’s stated intentions for the opera. For example, in a letter 
to the National Committee of the Bicentennial Era to explain the opera’s 
potential contribution to the Bicentennial, Ardoyno wrote that in
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retelling and rethinking American history [for the Bicentennial] and 
the ideas and people that have made this a great nation, we need 
to tell the vital part of that story played by Black Americans. They 
came to this country for the most part against their will and in bond-
age, but even so, they brought with them their distinctive cultural 
heritage, their deep spirituality, and the considerable gift of their 
labor, one of the bases of America’s early growth and strength.60

 Here Jubilee is presented as a much-needed examination of black con-
tributions to US culture and history. In the same letter, Ardoyno argues 
that opera represents a particularly useful vehicle for this kind of effort. 
Of course, she writes, jazz is the art form that

comes to mind most readily . . . but jazz is only one part of [African 
Americans’] music, and music is only one part of their culture. Black 
Americans also brought their own dance patterns, their own poetic 
rhythms, their own store of fables and their own folklore. And they 
lived their own history. Each of these offers a valid way to tell their 
story. The one form that combines them all—their songs, their voices, 
their bodies, their poetry, their beliefs, and their actual history—is 
opera. Of course, no such opera existed.61

Yet celebrating black culture was only one element of Jubilee. Although 
the work was centered on the life of the slave-heroine Vyry, Ardoyno’s 
publicity materials explained that it also offered a sympathetic por-
trayal of Vyry’s white half-sister, Lillian. In one press release, Ardoyno 
wrote that Lillian “provides a poignant and compassionate contrast in 
the impact war and reconstruction makes on blacks and whites.”62 By 
emphasizing the suffering and humanity of one of the opera’s white 
characters, Dorr and Ardoyno make clear both their commitment to 
avoiding an oversimplification of the moral complexities of the Civil 
War period and their desire to make Jubilee an American opera that 
transcended racial stereotypes.
 Dorr’s ambitious goals for Jubilee meshed well with those of Bicen-
tennial organizers. In early 1975 the Mississippi American Revolution 
Bicentennial Commission (MARBC) approved a grant of $10,000 for 
Opera/South.63 With the motto “Honor the Past and Mold the Future,” 
which already implied that the organization was interested in using the 
celebrations to present new social models, the MARBC determined in 
its first meeting in 1972 that its goal would be “to make every effort to 
secure the involvement of all Mississippians in the Bicentennial.”64 By 
the middle of 1975 such efforts were given further urgency when a di-
rective was sent down from Washington to give “special consideration 
. . . to projects relevant to or including participation by youth, minority 
and ethnic groups to ensure their participation [in the Bicentennial],” 
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with additional funding offered to those states that could demonstrate 
they had put emphasis on these populations.65 The MARBC responded 
with a detailed list that included ten “black-related Bicentennial proj-
ects,” ranging from a festival for Phyllis Wheatley, “the first black poet 
in America,” to a University of Mississippi symposium on slavery, to the 
creation of new parks in black neighborhoods. Opera/South’s Jubilee is 
also on the list and described as “one of the largest grants made by the 
Mississippi Commission.”66 In a self-conscious reaction to their state’s 
history in the realm of race relations, Mississippi organizers were thus 
especially keen to emphasize their commitment to African American– 
oriented projects, as part of a nationwide emphasis on the history of 
racial minorities during the Bicentennial year.
 Given his longstanding aversion to race-related themes in his music, 
it initially seems surprising that Ulysses Kay chose to accept Opera/
South’s commission, especially given that Walker’s novel repeatedly 
referenced black music styles, which he must have realized would need 
to be referenced musically in the opera. According to Kay, however, his 
perspective on race and music had begun to change during the decade 
before Jubilee. As early as 1968 Kay was describing a change in his self-
conception, saying in an interview, “Not until five years ago or so . . . did 
I ever think of myself as a Negro.”67 Kay later asserted that Jubilee further 
precipitated this change in self-conception. Responding to questions after 
a lecture at Harvard in 1988 he did not repeat his mantra about his racial 
origins being irrelevant to his musical style but instead replied, “All is 
not lost as far as Ully Kay and the ethnic side, because out of opera has 
come rebirth.”68

 Two major factors were likely at play in this shift. The first, of course, 
was the civil rights movement, which had a significant effect on all Afri-
can Americans during the 1960s—the decade in which Kay said he began 
much more overtly to self-identify in terms of race. Kay was more aware 
than most of the intricacies of the movement because his wife was deeply 
involved in it. After living quietly into her mid-thirties as a middle-class 
daughter, wife, and mother, Barbara Kay was profoundly moved by press 
coverage of the burning of buses carrying Freedom Riders in 1961. So 
great was its impact that she felt compelled to leave her young family 
in the care of her husband and parents and go south. Over the course of 
the next five summers she joined the Selma and Meredith marches, par-
ticipated in Freedom Rides, organized protests, and gave interviews and 
lectures. Coincidentally, given the location of Jubilee’s premiere fifteen 
years later, her first freedom ride took her from Montgomery, Alabama, 
to Jackson, Mississippi. She was arrested upon arrival in Jackson and 
spent over six weeks in various Mississippi jails, including forty-one 
days in the infamous Parchman Penitentiary. Back home in New Jersey 
Kay organized what she believed was the North’s first sit-in, responding 
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to de facto segregation within the local school system. Kay and other 
protesters spent the night of February 1, 1962, in Englewood City Hall, 
leading to her arrest and two weeks incarceration. After her release she 
organized and ran a “freedom school” in various neighbors’ basements, 
enabling local African American children, including her own, to boycott 
their schools.69 During this period the Kay family was monitored and 
occasionally visited by the FBI: the bureau’s file on Kay describes her 
as both “dangerous” and “an anarchist.”70 Barbara had quickly become 
a significant figure in the movement—one of the many unsung women 
who toiled behind the scenes to bring about its many remarkable vic-
tories. Her actions and experiences no doubt affected her husband’s 
attitude toward racial politics.
 Yet although Ulysses supported his wife’s work emotionally and 
financially, he did not himself have any interest in becoming a civil 
rights activist, nor did he support the Black Power movement of the 
1970s. In this context, a second and possibly more significant reason for 
his “rebirth” suggests itself—a change that made it possible for a uni-
versalist composer to imagine engaging with racial politics in an overt 
way for the first time. This was the rising interest in multiculturalism 
among the black and white middle classes who made up his friend-
ship circle, his audiences, and his colleagues and students at Lehman 

Figure 2. Barbara Kay, Freedom Rider mugshot, July 2, 1961. Archives and Rec-
ords Division, Mississippi Department of Archives and History. Used with per-
mission.
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College, New York, where he taught from 1968 to 1988. For Kay, these 
new attitudes must have been hugely liberating. Multiculturalism’s 
“politics of equal recognition” offered him the chance to escape his 
“double bind” because it allowed him to explore his racial heritage 
when he wished to without being typecast as a “black” or “negro” 
composer.71 A piece that engaged with black music or history, in this 
new context, could be understood to contribute to American culture, 
rather than only African American culture. As Dorr wrote to Kay, an 
opera by an African American composer that explored black history 
might now be received as an “American opera” rather than merely an 
exotic, stereotype-reinforcing “black opera.”
 Growing interest in multiculturalism not only influenced the way Kay 
thought of himself, his aesthetic, and his artistic contribution. It also 
had an impact on the approach to US history that he and Dorr adopted, 
as they contemplated an opera about slavery. According to historian 
Joyce Appleby, multiculturalists face many challenges in dealing with 
history. For them, she argues, history “is not a succession of dissolving 
texts [as it is for postmodernists], but a tense tangle of past actions that 
have reshaped the landscape, distributed the nation’s wealth, estab-
lished boundaries, engendered prejudices, and unleashed energies.”72 
The conception of history and nation that Appleby articulates here—
anti-exceptionalist and respectful of the moral complexity of the varied 
experiences of different groups of citizens—matches precisely the way 
in which Kay, Dorr, and Opera/South understood their own goals and 
those of the Bicentennial opera they would create together.

Figure 3. Ulysses Kay, 1979, credited to Mary Gail Walker. Ulysses Kay Collection, 
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University. Used with permission.
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A New Multicultural Nationalism

As an early multicultural text, Jubilee engaged in an active conversation 
about race and nationalism at the time of the US Bicentennial. Almost 
every major decision made by Dorr and Kay reveals their commitment 
to creating an opera that promoted racial tolerance, challenged stereo-
types, and confronted past injustices honestly, ultimately depicting an 
ideal vision of a United States in which all citizens are able to live peace-
fully and respectfully alongside one another. Such efforts began at the 
level of character development, where Dorr selected and modified from 
Walker’s novel both empathetic and morally repellent characters of both 
races. The compassionate presentation of Lillian, described above, is a 
major part of this effort, permitting a strong emphasis on the shared suf-
fering and humanity of the two female leads. As Dorr told journalists, 
the ways in which the half-sisters Lillian and Vyry “attempt to work out 
their individual freedom is the nexus in the dream of and for America 
that we all share.”73 Lillian’s fiancé, Kevin, is also a sympathetic white 
character, showing that Dorr and Kay were unwilling to engage in a 
history of slavery that vilified all Southern whites. In act 1 the tenor 
Kevin expresses his concerns about the Confederate attitudes that were 
fast making war an inevitability: “I know no man who is my enemy. I 
desire no man’s life . . . They [the Confederate armies] believe they are 
fighting for God. I don’t believe! It’s property they fight for.” Although 
Kevin does not articulate an opposition to slavery, by questioning the 
Confederacy’s position—a courageous act for a white living in the an-
tebellum South—he demonstrates that not everyone within the planter 
class believed it appropriate to fight to uphold Southern institutions. 
Kay orchestrates Kevin’s questioning of Confederate values with urgent, 
chromatic eighth notes doubled in the bassoons and low strings—a set-
ting that helps emphasize his perspective (see ex. 1).
 John Dutton stands at the other end of the morality scale from Lillian 
and Kevin, embodying the deeply embedded racism of most plantation 
owners. In the opening scene, John gives a Christmas speech to his family, 
workers, and slaves, thanking them for performing their “yearly tasks . . . 
both well and faithfully.” The score’s performance instructions suggest 
a “laborious” presentation of this recitative to make clear that the words 
are “obviously Lillian’s prepared verse”—that is, a speech that the more 
caring Lillian has written for her father to give. Kay’s music encourages 
the listener to distrust the slave owner’s motivations, accompanying his 
words with just a pedal tone in the double basses and two rumbling 
timpani (see ex. 2). This ominous orchestration recurs whenever John or 
another white character expresses racist attitudes or persecutes the slaves, 
marking it as a signifier for racism. Other examples occur later in the same 
scene, when white planters sing of the arrogance of “free niggers,” and in 
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act 1, scene 3, when a white preacher proclaims that Mandy, a slave who 
has allegedly tried to poison Dutton, will be put to death.
 Yet even John Dutton is not consistently portrayed in a negative light. 
After his opening speech, he agrees to the marriage of Lillian and Kevin, 
“welcoming” Kevin “to his daughter’s hand.” After he sings to them 
“may the heaven’s bless you!” the orchestra responds with a warm and 
assertive fanfare cadence, expressing his love in sound (see ex. 3). By 
using John and Kevin to demonstrate that wealthy Southern whites could 
be as capable of familial love and pacifist attitudes as murderous racism, 
Dorr and Kay make clear their refusal to typecast slave owners as evil.
 Just as the white characters possess both laudable and despicable traits, 
the black characters also command varying degrees of sympathy from the 
audience. There are three black leads: Vyry; Randall, who is a free man 
and Vyry’s lover; and Innis, a slave who becomes Vyry’s husband when 
Randall fails to return. Each responds very differently to the situations she 
or he faces. Vyry, the heroine of the tale, is the most rounded character. The 
opera provides an intimate examination of the range of emotions elicited 
by her experiences, first as a suffering slave and later as a liberated free 
woman. Randall’s character is also multifaceted, encouraging the audience 
to experience a mixture of feelings toward him. His passionate love for 
Vyry in the first scene is appealing, while his response to her enslavement 
denotes an attitude that audience members would have associated—either 
positively or negatively—with the contemporary Black Power movement. 
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Example 1. Ulysses Kay, Jubilee, act 1, scene 1, 4 measures before reh. 60 (all Ju-
bilee examples come from the Carl Fischer score and are used with permission).
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In a secret church meeting in scene 2, Randall incites the slaves to violence, 
singing, “Arise, arise and arm yourselves—fight the devil with his fire—
God will be true, though every man a liar!” He repeatedly urges Vyry to 
run away with him, even as she tells him that doing so would require her 
to abandon their son, who would be too slow to run, while also putting her 
own life in grave danger. In the last act, discovering Vyry living in a peace-
ful Reconstruction community of whites and blacks, Randall expresses his 
horror that Vyry would choose to live alongside “white folks, nigger lords.” 
In ultimately rejecting Randall’s violent, separatist attitudes—despite her 
profound love for him—Vyry chooses a peaceful multiculturalism over 
black nationalism. Vyry’s response to Randall’s criticisms further clarifies 

Example 2. Ulysses Kay, Jubilee, act 1, scene 1, 3 measures before reh. 38.
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her nuanced perspective on race: white children cry just like black children, 
she tells him, and “hell ain’t gwine to have jus’ white folks in it.”
 Meanwhile, Kay’s musical choices reveal that his commitment to pro-
moting multiculturalism through Jubilee was as strong as Dorr’s, even 
though he wrote almost nothing about it in their correspondence. Kay’s 
approach to setting the choruses is particularly revelatory, placing a 
strong emphasis on the similarities between black and white Americans. 
While Walker’s novel opened with a grueling and detailed description 
of John Dutton’s long-term sexual abuse of Vyry’s mother, the opera 
begins at Christmas time, “the happiest time of year” on the plantation, 
according to the corresponding chapter in Walker’s novel.74 Following 
a four-bar orchestral introduction we hear two carols back to back, the 
first sung by the white landowners and the second by the slaves.
 “Where Run Siloa’s Water’s Cool” is a Christmas carol for the Dutton 
family and their guests, newly composed by Kay to imitate the style 
of hymns heard in European American Christian churches. The words 
describe the journey of the shepherds on Christmas Eve.75 According to 
the stage directions, while the carol fades away we hear from offstage 
“a clear tenor leading a spiritual in the slave quarters.” The slaves then 
sing the well-known spiritual “Rise Up Shepherds an’ Foller.”76 Dorr 
suggested that Kay use these racially differentiated opening numbers 
to “immediately define” the “social gulf” between the two groups, per-
haps by contrasting a “whiney, thin sound” in the white chorus with a 
“strong tenor from the [slave] ‘quarters.’”77 Yet Kay employs a very dif-
ferent approach. His setting of “Siloa” is far from “whiney” and “thin.” 
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Instead it carries the full resonance of a Bach chorale, employing homo-
phonic choral writing decorated with lyrical pastoral countermelodies 
in the woodwinds (see ex. 4). The spiritual that follows begins with a 
syncopated call and response pattern, immediately marking the song as 
African American. Significantly, Kay ties the two hymns together with 
a three-note motif of a falling and rising third. This motif is employed 
for the final words of “Rise up Shepherds” and the first words of the 
spiritual, and recurs throughout both hymns (see ex. 5).
 By beginning with a pair of hymns that are both about the journey 
of the shepherds to Christ’s birth and by unifying them musically, Kay 
makes the audience immediately aware that these two racial groups 
share religious beliefs, respectability, and a commitment to their own 
community—similarities on which a better relationship might potentially 
be built. At the same time, however, by setting the juxtaposed hymns in 
styles authentic to these two peoples, Kay celebrates the uniqueness of 
each culture. Through such musical decisions, Kay shows his desire to 
advance a new understanding of American history through Jubilee, and 
a new vision for the future.
 Kay’s use of the chorus to both interrogate and celebrate black and 
white traditions reaches its apex in the lynching scene; act 1, scene 3. 
Here, crowds gather to celebrate the Fourth of July and to watch the 
beating of the runaway Vyry and the hanging of the slave Mandy—her 
punishment for allegedly attempting to poison the master. This scene 
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serves as a dramatic apotheosis that forces the audience to confront di-
rectly the cruelest and ugliest sides of antebellum society. Dorr’s bold 
decision to stage a lynching in Jubilee was motivated by his intentions 
for the work’s message. As he wrote to Kay in 1974, he hoped the scene 
would serve “not as an unmasking of hypocrisy (by definition maybe 
unconscious and thereby amenable to moral enlightenment) but descrip-
tive of a human condition that needs redemption bitterly.”78 In other 
words, he hoped to use the scene to draw the audience’s attention to 
the humanity of all involved, including slaves, poor whites, and white 
planters, and show their desperate need for healing, which they shared 
with Americans of the 1970s. In conceptualizing this scene, which was 
intended to force the audience to examine their values, Kay told Dorr 
he would seek a “Verdian eloquence.”79

 Several months later, Dorr suggested they might use the auto-da-fé in 
Verdi’s Don Carlo as a source of inspiration.80 Like the lynching in Jubi-
lee, Verdi’s execution scene marks the opera’s climax, featuring a chorus 
whose members justify capital punishment by invoking nationalism 
and religion with a “grandiose self-righteousness,” Dorr said. He told 
Kay he was profoundly inspired by Verdi’s ability to make his audi-
ence susceptible to the crowd’s emotional power: “the anthems of the 
mob are big in memory but not the song the prisoners sang—so easily 
seduced! So human! So poor! So—damned.”81 Dorr must have hoped 
that the execution scene in Jubilee would, like that in Don Carlo, encour-
age audiences to think hard about how easily they too might be incited 
to violence with encouragement from their community. Dorr and Kay 
frequently referred to Verdi as a source of inspiration for Jubilee, perhaps 
because of his ability to present historical narratives that resonated with 
contemporary events and societal challenges.82

 Utilizing a yet more complex structure than Verdi’s auto-da-fé, the 
lynching scene in Jubilee presents three separate groups in parallel, of-
fering a multicultural reading of American history. These racially sepa-
rated choruses—two white and one black—each represent a distinct 
nineteenth-century Southern subculture, thereby creating powerful 
visual and musical juxtapositions. The first group to enter, the white 
planters, is followed by a group of poor whites, and finally the black 
slaves. Singing against a backdrop of “patriotic paraphernalia” for the 
Fourth of July, the three choruses help the audience understand both the 
tragic outcomes of specific belief systems and the ways in which very 
different social and racial groups have contributed to shaping American 
national identity.83

 The scene begins with a patriotic song, “Awake Columbia, Arise!” sung 
by the chorus of white planters. The song of the social elite is a rousing 
anthem—homophonic with straightforward harmonies and rhythms. 
Kay’s orchestral accompaniment emphasizes the song’s triumphalism, 
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using wind instruments to double the vocal lines and a string accompani-
ment built on commanding arpeggios and repeated sixteenth notes (see 
ex. 6). This setting echoes the style and effect of the nationalistic choral 
anthem that begins the auto-da-fé in Don Carlo. In the text of Kay’s hymn, 
Columbia, who traditionally personifies the United States, is urged to 
“put on thy strength anew” in order to defend liberty and defeat evil. 
These words have many layers of meaning in this context: they speak to 
white Southerners’ desires to defend themselves in their imminent war 
against the Yankees; they provide a patriotic justification for the death 
penalty about to be inflicted; and, at the same time, they resonate ironi-
cally with the slaves’ quest for liberty.
 While the planters continue their anthem, the poor whites arrive to 
sing a second song in a very different mood, titled “Goober Peas.” The 
text reminds the listener that the white poor were also exploited, thereby 
complicating any attempts to divide persecutors and victims on the basis 
of race. Marked with the performance instruction “darkly and sinister,” 
the song of the poor whites describes the immense challenges this popu-
lation faced during the nineteenth century and their profound resentment 
of the planter class: “Big man got his darky slave to keep him at his ease; 
Buckra got his living made eating goober peas.” “Goober peas,” or boiled 
peanuts, were a staple for poor Southerners, becoming for many their 
sole food source during the Civil War. The traditional Southern folksong 
“Goober Peas” was clearly the inspiration for Kay’s newly composed 
chorus, which wryly describes the recurring threat of starvation endured 
by the white poor in the mid-nineteenth century.84 Kay’s composition 
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shares the 6/8 meter of the original folksong and, although his melody 
mostly differs from the folk tune, he imitates it in his setting of the three 
words both songs share, “eating goober peas” (see exs. 7a–b). In referenc-
ing white suffering in these ways, this song adds another layer of moral 
complexity to the scene’s depiction of nineteenth-century Southern life.
 Finally the slaves enter and bring a third song to the multicultural mix: 
the popular traditional hymn “Flee as a Bird to the Mountain.” Inspired 
by Psalm 11 and likely chosen by Dorr because Margaret Walker cited 
it as a chapter epigraph in her novel, this hymn articulates the call for 
redemption that Dorr said was key to this scene, urging those who are 
“weary of sin” to go the “fountain” that is Christ’s forgiveness for cleans-
ing and protection. On the surface, the song encourages Mandy and Vyry 
to seek salvation and a release from their suffering in Christ. According 
to Dorr, the hymn’s music can be traced back to a Mennonite hymnbook 
used during the “religious turmoil” of the sixteenth century. “How the 
transposition [to the United States of the nineteenth century] came about 
we may never know,” Dorr told a journalist, “but certainly the sentiment 
links all humanity and all ages that stand under persecution.”85 In terms 
of the opera’s narrative, the song might also be understood as a veiled 
reminder from the slaves to the Christians perpetrating the lynching that 
they will ultimately require divine forgiveness for this lynching, through 
a hymn that was also popular in white churches during this period.86

 Kay avoids granting particular prominence to any one of the three cho-
ruses now singing simultaneously, using the orchestra simply to double 
the various vocal lines and thereby ensure their equal representation 
within the sonic palette. The choruses remain on stage to witness what 
follows, serving as a constant reminder that such punishments would 
not have come about without widespread support. As the hymns come 
to a close the white preacher lists Vyry’s and Mandy’s crimes, speaking 
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his judgment rather than singing it. While he urges the two women to 
repent, the white chorus members imitate his abandonment of song, 
angrily shouting, “Kill the black bitches! Hurry and kill—that’s what 
we came here for!” At this moment, Vyry sees a vision of Randall, who 
urges her to open the “golden door” to freedom. The planter chorus 
once more interjects with “Awake Columbia, Arise!,” reemphasizing 
the nationalistic spirit in which these two punishments are taking place 
and forcing the audience to consider the problematic origins of conven-
tional American nationalism. The same abhorrent juxtaposition is at 
play when sounds associated with the Fourth of July—according to the 
score’s instructions, a “peal of bells, firecrackers and huzzas”—are added 
to the sound palette just as the trap falls and Mandy is hanged. Opera/
South manager Dolores Ardoyno told me she had never forgotten the 
shock that rippled through the Jackson audience as the bottom fell out 
from under the scaffold on the night of the premiere.87 The moment of 
Mandy’s death is accompanied only by the orchestra in a feroce confu-
sion of recurring melodic fragments, woodwind trills, a fast rising scale 
in the strings, sforzando brass chords, and tremolo cymbals (see ex. 8). 
At the same time, according to the staging instructions, “a door appears 
to open to Vyry, bathing her in golden light.” Briefly, she sings of her 
hope that this is the “golden door to freedom” about which the vision 
of Randall has just sung. When a man with a whip steps through this 
door and begins to beat her as the curtain begins to fall, therefore, Vyry’s 
dreams of freedom are both literally and symbolically destroyed.
 In this brutal scene Dorr and Kay honestly commemorate the darkest 
chapter of Southern history, creating a moment of dramatic catharsis in 
which a nation’s grief is laid bare. The moment recalls Ralph Ellison’s 
description of the blues—a style, he says, that expresses “an impulse to 
keep the painful details and episodes of a brutal experience alive in one’s 
aching consciousness, to finger its jagged grain, and to transcend it.”88 
Dorr and Kay “fingered” the “jagged grain” of slavery without flinching, 
while making space for marginalized American voices from both sides 
of the color line to be brought into the national narrative.

The Contradictions and Compromises  
of Multiculturalism

Dorr and Kay hoped that their nonstereotyped, nonsimplified explora-
tion of collective memories of the Jim Crow South would demonstrate 
that American national identity could be reconceptualized. By creating 
a work that celebrated the United States for its diversity and difference 
while refusing triumphalist and exceptionalist narratives, they mirrored 
the goals of Bicentennial organizers. Yet Dorr and Kay were not simply 
writing to suit the needs of their funders. Their willingness to depict 
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the most terrible outcomes of slavery, and thus encourage interracial 
reconciliation through painful and difficult catharsis, demonstrates that 
they were willing to take risks in presenting their challenging message.89 
As Benedict Anderson has argued, most nations subscribe to a mythic 
understanding of their origins that involves selective remembering.90 
Jubilee challenges this kind of nationalism, refusing to “downgrade” 
slavery, as Dorr put it, yet also refusing to demonize white Americans. 
Paraphrasing Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address, Dorr said the opera 
would show “malice towards none, with compassion for all.”91 The use 
of music to encourage this kind of engagement with a shared past has 
long been a feature of African American culture, where, as Samuel Floyd 
puts it, “the ‘memory’ drives the music and the music drives memory.”92 
Dorr and Kay acknowledge and utilize this African American tradition 
in Jubilee, adapting it to help their audience explore American history 
with the nuance, humanity, and respect that defines multiculturalism.
 Nevertheless, multiculturalism was then and remains today a social 
ideal fraught with contradictions, especially in the United States. In the 
final scene of Jubilee, Dorr and Kay, likely unintentionally, made some of 
these complexities particularly apparent. On the surface, the scene offers 
a culminating celebration of multiculturalism. Vyry is living freely and 
peacefully among both black and white neighbors, illustrating the (unfor-
tunately short-lived) promise of Reconstruction for African Americans. 
In a move that recalls the combining of previously racially separated 
choruses in William Grant Still’s 1940 cantata And They Lynched Him 
on a Tree, the three choruses are now fused into one to represent Vyry’s 
community members, who greet each other across racial lines using re-
spectful titles such as “Missis” and “Miz.” Following this, Vyry rejects 
Randall’s expressions of anger toward whites: as Opera/South publicity 
materials put it, “even in a hostile time and place [Vyry] refuses to hate 
. . ., [turning] her skills, her love, and her faith toward becoming an asset 
to her community.”93 Although she allows her son to leave with Randall 
in search of an education, Vyry herself chooses peace-loving Innis and 
their multicultural community over Randall, her first great love. The 
opera ends with a tranquil domestic scene, set to pastoral wind solos that 
resolve to a long E major chord in the strings (see ex. 9). Dorr believed 
this ending offered redemption for the characters and for the United 
States at large, which the audience had thirsted for throughout:

So now Act III. Vindication, cleansing, catharsis, hope. . . . And Jubi-
lee—little people, in a little southern town, but with such a dream! 
Such sins, but what a thirst for grace! To end, finally, at Evensong.94

Thus the opera’s conclusion, and Dorr’s reading of it, presents a vision 
of an ideal multicultural community where diverse peoples live together 
respectfully, at peace with their past and hopeful about what lies ahead.
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 Yet the model of multiculturalism presented here differs significantly 
from that promoted elsewhere in the opera. The nature of the contradic-
tion is clarified by examining one important musical choice: the decision 
to employ ragtime music in this final scene. Dorr described the opera’s 
ending not only as the moment where catharsis is at last obtained, but 
also as the culmination of a specifically musical journey:

The whole opera sort of capsulizes American music—from the black 
musicians playing the parlor music of the opening up through the 
splendors of the spiritual at its maturity and on into the incipient 
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rag of the final act. Not that it’s a “History of American Music”, 
but—the fact is that music did change and this can justifiably be a 
part of Jubilee’s subliminal plot outline.95

This “capsulation” of American music serves to symbolize the African 
American journey to freedom. Thus the first scene features a black fiddler 
playing European folk music—a slave obliged to perform in the musical 
language of his owners—but also spirituals sung by the black choruses. 
These spirituals, used throughout the opera, serve as a constant reminder 
of African American efforts to retain their cultural uniqueness, making 
them musical sites of resistance to white oppression. Finally, according 
to Dorr’s narrative, the evolution of black music ultimately brings us to 
ragtime. Described in the stage directions as “the beginnings of a new 
music,” early ragtime is referenced at the moment when black and white 
neighbors greet each other in the syncopated melody of the chorus and 
accompanying offbeats in the orchestra. The solo on-stage fiddler from 
the first scene is also incorporated into the final scene’s evocation of this 
nascent style (see ex. 10).
 So did Dorr and Kay reference ragtime here merely to provide music-
historical authenticity, since the beginnings of ragtime coincided with the 
Reconstruction era? Or did its presence at the moment when the black 
and white choruses combine for the first time carry a message? During 
the period in which Dorr and Kay wrote Jubilee, ragtime was undergoing 
a revival in popularity. Its promoters during the 1970s saw it as “a fully 
American phenomenon,” as Jeffrey Magee puts it, because of its amal-
gamation of European forms and African rhythms.96 The style featured 
heavily in Bicentennial diversity promotions, with Scott Joplin receiving 
a special posthumous Bicentennial Pulitzer Prize for his contributions 
to American music.97 Kay was likely especially familiar with ragtime: 
his uncle “King” Oliver had bound all Joplin’s sheet music for himself 
long before the revival.98 Widely understood as a symbol of an American 
identity that fused the best of both black and white traditions, ragtime 
would have seemed ideal for a scene in which black and white com-
munities combine.99 Nevertheless, the style’s symbolic associations are 
somewhat fraught, as Susan Curtis reminds us in her biography of Joplin, 
evoking ideas of racial fusion, but also a history of white appropriation 
of black culture.100 This latter aspect of the style might be understood to 
undermine the optimism of the opera’s final scene.
 Most significantly, ragtime’s history as a symbol of racial hybridity 
makes this closing scene particularly problematic because everything 
heard previously in the opera celebrates cultural uniqueness and dif-
ference. What we are witnessing here is a conflict between two differ-
ent models of multiculturalism, which are described in detail by social 
theorists Christian Joppke and Steven Lukes. The first seeks a kind of 
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“mongrelization,” encouraging a fusion of cultures.101 The ending of 
Jubilee, with its fused chorus and its references to ragtime, seems to pro-
mote this model. In so doing, however, the scene contradicts the second 
model of multiculturalism, which dominates the rest of the opera, an 
ideology that encourages individual cultures to retain their own distinct 
characteristics. Dorr and Kay promote the second model particularly 
overtly in the many chorus numbers heard before the final scene: the 
white choruses consistently sing hymns, folksongs, and patriotic pieces 
from the European and European American traditions while the black 
choruses sing spirituals and religious music associated with the black 
church. The respectful aural coexistence and even celebration of these 
varied traditions throughout the opera is very different from the visual 
and aural fusion of cultures that we experience in the closing scene.
 Of these two models of multiculturalism, it was the “mongrelized” 
type celebrated in this final scene that began to dominate the American 
political conversation during the mid-1970s, the result of a series of dif-
ficult compromises. According to Gary Peller, US multiculturalism was 
the creation of “a loose coalition of ‘moderate’ African Americans [and] 
liberal and progressive whites” who, despite having much in common 
ideologically, were increasingly divided by black nationalists’ efforts to 
promote self-determination. Their compromise, Peller argues, came in 
the form of an unspoken agreement to present black nationalism as the 
moral equivalent of white nationalism. This meant that the many black 
nationalists who sought to use race consciousness to build national soli-
darity were ignored or downplayed, so that all racial nationalists could 
be branded dangerous and violent. By marginalizing those who believed 
the United States would benefit most from a nationalism that celebrated 
difference, Americans were able to reduce interracial violence, but the 
establishment of this ideology has required painful concessions, mostly 
on the part of minority populations. In a society that promotes a public 
engagement with national identity but a private engagement with racial 
or ethnic identity, African Americans and other minority populations 
are effectively obliged to subscribe to a monocultural national identity 
largely defined by white Americans.102

 Thus, although the ending of Jubilee seems to offer a peaceful resolution 
to the opera’s racial oppositions, it also reveals the internal conflict that 
American liberals faced in seeking a way to celebrate racial difference 
while opposing racial nationalism. A colorblind model of multicultural-
ism is supposed to help create a society with less interracial conflict. Yet 
where cultural difference is deemphasized, minority populations and 
their important role in American history and culture are easily marginal-
ized. Such choices have proven particularly egregious when it comes to 
black culture and history, given the United States’ urgent need to confront 
honestly the terrible history of slavery. Meanwhile, other minority groups 
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such as the Native American peoples have also suffered from the late 
twentieth-century tendency to gloss over the most unattractive chapters 
of US history in order to perpetuate a celebratory national narrative. Like 
many American multiculturalists of the last half-century, Dorr and Kay 
endeavor in Jubilee to confront the United States’ history of black oppres-
sion while celebrating the uniqueness of African American culture and the 
shared features of American culture. What the opera reveals, however, 
is that past and present contexts make these goals almost impossible to 
accomplish simultaneously.

Conclusion: “A Symbol of Healing”

While it evokes the immense challenges posed by American multicultur-
alism, Jubilee nevertheless stands as an ambitious and unusual operatic 
attempt to encourage interracial reconciliation. Metaphors that evoked 
this widely felt need for reconciliation, particularly references to healing, 
pervaded the social conversation during the 1970s. Choosing a title for 
his autobiography in the early 1980s, Gerald Ford described his 1974–77 
presidency as A Time to Heal. Looking back on the Bicentennial celebra-
tions in their final report, organizers described the many social divisions 
that needing healing: “We entered the Bicentennial year having survived 
some of the bitterest times in our history. We cried out for something to 
draw us together again.”103 The idea of healing and reuniting also per-
vaded media responses to Bicentennial events, as Christopher Capoz-
zola has noted.104 He cites as an example this evocative prose from the 
Birmingham News: “America turned the corner Sunday on a self-induced 
illness of the spirit and stretched its psyche in a burst of national joy 
and celebration.”105 For contemporary social commentators, therefore, 
Bicentennial programming helped the United States to begin to recover 
from its many ailments.
 Jubilee continues the black tradition of using music, as celebrated civil 
rights musician Bernice Johnson Reagon has written, to “nurture and heal 
ourselves.”106 Healing also underlay Dorr and Kay’s collaboration, chal-
lenging both race-related oppositions and what Guthrie P. Ramsey Jr. re-
fers to as the dialectic of the “urban North” and the “agrarian South” by 
bringing together an Arizona-born black living in New Jersey and a white 
Chicago-born Mississippian to create an opera for supposedly “uncul-
tured” Mississippi.107 Dorr’s dramatic choices for Jubilee, especially the 
combining of black and white choruses in the final act, similarly showed 
audiences that even in Mississippi, black and white Americans could work 
together to explore their shared past honestly and create a uniquely Ameri-
can cultural experience. Musically, too, the work attempted healing by 
bringing racially separated musical traditions into conversation with one 
another and, at the end of the opera, into a kind of fusion. In so doing Kay 
differentiated himself from white composers like Ives, Ravel, and Cop-
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land, who, as Lawrence Kramer has argued, imbued the sounds of black 
music “with an aura of distance,” thereby essentially “enclos[ing]” it.108 
Kay refused to hold either black or white musical traditions at a distance 
when juxtaposing their diverse modes of expression.
 Beyond dramatic and musical choices, Dorr believed that the act of 
performing Jubilee would have an immensely positive effect on his frac-
tured community, simply by bringing black and white Mississippians 
together as audience members to explore their shared past. As he wrote 
to Kay in an evocative letter just months before the premiere,

Do you realize—stupid question!—the incredible spectacle of whites 
and blacks coming together to celebrate—celebrate as did the Greeks 
a common grief, a catharsis, through the power of your music? Or-
pheus! Consider that during the holy season of their plays all Greeks 
laid by their animosities and met as brothers—and in this created a 
glory that outlasts any of their warring cities.109

 Dorr was correct in anticipating that the performance of Jubilee would 
constitute a “cathartic” moment for Jackson. Indeed, many critics in at-
tendance found themselves quite captivated by the powerful sight of an 
integrated Southern audience enthralled by an opera about slavery. An 
unnamed critic for the New York Times described precisely the outcome 
that Dorr had intended:

A Symbol of Healing

The event was obviously more than an artistic success—which it 
was. It was a social gathering of Mississippians of different groups 
in a way unthinkable here just a few short years ago. More impor-
tant, perhaps, the operatic vehicle was in a way a final release for 
the blame and acrimony, the cause and effect, of the event more than 
100 years ago—the Civil War—that has been a burden on the lives 
of three generations of black and white Mississippians.110

Like the Times reporter, critics from local newspapers similarly under-
stood that “the social consequences of the event were perhaps as im-
portant as the cultural benefits,” as the Jackson Reporter put it. That pa-
per’s review extolled the presence of “blacks and whites in almost equal 
numbers” in the audience, dubbing Jubilee “the crowning achievement 
of Opera/South in its quest to fill a cultural void in our area while also 
raising a biracial social consciousness in the pursuit of the arts.”111 The 
Tennessean meanwhile waxed poetic on the boldness of the opera’s am-
bitions and the breadth of its achievements:

That what was so recently submerged in the great American sub-
conscious should be the subject of opera, and that that opera should 
premiere in the heart of a region where men once died to preserve 
the institution of slavery, says something about the distance blacks 
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and whites have come, and about the transformational powers of 
time and art.112

For critics at the premiere, therefore, Jubilee was not simply a narrative 
of black history. Rather it explored a difficult chapter in Southern history 
that was of national importance, thereby serving an important social role 
in the time and place of its first performance.
 Opera/South’s approach to its second performance of Jubilee in 1977 
was also a very deliberate attempt to promote healing through multicul-
turalism. On this occasion the company opted for a colorblind approach 
to race by casting a white singer for the part of Vyry and a black singer 
for the part of Lillian. Dorr said this choice was significant “in what we 
meant as Opera/South—in the sense of our commitment to people of all 
textures, if you will, and races. It was a noble, noble experiment, and I 
think that given the travails of Jackson State University—and of Jackson 
at that time—it was: it brought us a sense of concord and beauty.”113

 With its examination of both the history of slavery and the challenges 
of multiculturalism, Jubilee has the potential to resonate as much with 
contemporary American audiences as it did with Mississippians of the 
1970s. Unfortunately, however, the opera has not been staged since its 
two performances by Opera/South in 1976 and 1977. At least in part its 
neglect owes to novelist Margaret Walker’s decision to withdraw her 
support for the opera in 1978.114 That year Opera/South had begun to 
plan a televised production with Mississippi Educational Television. 
Letters to the television company indicate Walker threatened to litigate 
if filming went ahead, deterring the other opera companies that had 
expressed an interest in staging Jubilee, even though Kay and Dorr were 
convinced that they alone held the performance rights.115

 In all likelihood, however, there are other significant factors that have 
contributed to the marginalization of both Jubilee and its composer. As 
multicultural ideology has moved into the mainstream over the past 
decades, the optimistic vision of its possibilities presented by Kay and 
Dorr has not come to fruition. Unlike several other nations with a his-
tory of racial persecution, the United States has not undertaken a de-
liberate national effort to confront past wrongdoing, which countries 
like South Africa and Canada have pursued in the hopes of building a 
truly egalitarian society out of the ashes of a fundamentally unequal 
one. Indeed, American multiculturalism has suffered from the very 
contradictions that Jubilee evokes, superficially celebrating cultural dif-
ference while demanding that racial identity always remain secondary 
to national identity. In this context, although American citizens still 
urgently need artistic products that can help them confront their na-
tion’s past honestly, American opera-goers are much more likely to see 
a work like Porgy and Bess on their opera stages than one that offers a 
realistic, and thus more painful, engagement with black history. Mean-
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while the music of universalist black composers like Kay, Hale Smith, 
and George Walker is largely ignored by symphony orchestras in favor 
of works like Still’s Afro-American Symphony, which fulfills the expec-
tations of primarily white audiences members regarding the music of 
“black composers,” utilizing “exotic” references to black music styles 
within the familiar stylistic packaging of the Western art music tradi-
tion. One wonders whether Kay’s refusal to subscribe to such stereo-
types has contributed to his music’s neglect. Certainly his Bicentennial 
opera leaves behind many important questions. Do multiculturalism’s 
benefits in terms of social cohesion require that minority cultures de-
emphasize their uniqueness in order to create more unifying, hybrid 
identities? Does multiculturalism, despite its purported promotion of 
diversity, ultimately favor the majority culture? Jubilee cannot answer 
these questions, but it does encourage us to contemplate them, while 
offering a space to confront, grieve, and celebrate the diverse experi-
ences and cultures that created the United States.

Appendix
Donald Dorr’s Synopsis of Jubilee, from the Program for the Premiere

Act 1
 Christmas Eve, 1859: Guests gathering to celebrate at John Dutton’s Georgia 

plantation are delighted to learn of his daughter Lillian’s engagement to young 
school teacher Kevin MacDougall. Another marriage has been prohibited; Vyry 
Dutton, John’s daughter by his slave mistress, may not lawfully marry Ran-
dall Ware, a freeman of color to whom she has borne a son. While Christmas 
cheer—and war talk—fill the air, Randall surreptitiously pleads with Vyry to 
escape north with him, but she rejects any plan which would leave her son, 
Jim, behind. Alone, Vyry vows that her freedom must begin with her son’s.

  July 1860: Vyry has at last agreed to flight. Randall, waiting for her at a clan-
destine church meeting, urges the assembled slaves to insurrection. Discovered, 
the meeting is bloodily put down. Randall escapes, believing Vyry has failed in 
her promise to him, unaware that, on her way to him, she has been captured. 
In a concluding Fourth of July tableau, featuring the public hanging of a slave 
accused of poisoning her master, Vyry is viciously flogged as a runaway.

Act 2
 Spring 1865: War sweeps across the South. Kevin has been killed in battle; 

Lillian and Vyry alone remain of the Duttons. The plantation is overrun by 
federal troops, who proclaim freedom—the year of Jubilee—to the few re-
maining slaves, among whom is Innis Brown, a fieldhand who has put aside 
thoughts of leaving to offer Vyry his protection. Lillian, reduced to destitu-
tion and savagely attacked by a looter, grows mentally disordered. With Jim 
also dependent on her, and having no trace of Randall Ware, Vyry consents 
to become Innis’s wife.

Act 3
 Summer 1870: At their new Alabama homestead, the hard search for indepen-

dence in the backwash of war has created hostility between Jim and Innis, a 
great anxiety for Vyry. All seems peaceful, however, as neighbors arrive to fete 
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Vyry as their midwife and nurse—until Randall Ware bursts on the scene and 
demands his son. Vyry pleads for love and understanding, impetuously baring 
the scars of her flogging. At this evidence of long-borne suffering, reconcili-
ation is effected. Jim leaves with his father for promised schooling; Vyry and 
Innis rely on maturing love to face an unknown but hopeful future.

NOTES

In May 2010, Donald Dorr and Dolores Ardoyno generously permitted me to view papers 
in their possession from their time at Opera/South and spoke to me at length about Jubilee 
and the company. Sadly Mr. Dorr passed away in 2011 and Ms. Ardoyno in 2012. Equally 
vital for this project were Virginia and Melinda Kay, who invited me to stay in their home 
for the purposes of examining their father’s papers while they were still in their posses-
sion. Together we organized them for donation to Columbia University’s Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library. Virginia Kay also provided intelligent and thoughtful feedback on the 
article as it evolved, found suitable photographs for me to use here, and answered many 
of my questions. Thanks also to Mildred Matthews for her assistance in Special Collec-
tions at Jackson State University. Marc Gidal, Glenda Goodman, and Carol Oja generously 
provided feedback on drafts of the paper and Alayna Jay and William Ashley Vaughan 
contributed invaluable research assistance.
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